The Interactive Image Package

The Visual Dictionary is a spectacular, interactive reference tool that supports visual instruction in the classroom. This network version of The Visual Dictionary is available exclusively on the SAFARI Montage system, which offers users instant access to over 8,000 vivid illustrations. Labeled illustrations feature terms written and spoken in English, Spanish, French, Italian and German, along with definitions presented in English and French. These interactive images can be easily integrated into playlists and multimedia lesson plans. This unique reference tool extends the boundaries of traditional dictionaries and allows students in grades K-12 to test their vocabulary through stimulating exercises. The Visual Dictionary on SAFARI Montage will positively enhance any visual learning experience.

The Value of The Visual Dictionary

• A complete reference tool for General Education purposes
• English Language Learners – See and hear the names of all objects and their components in English, Spanish, French, Italian and German
• Career and Technical Education – Hundreds of images, like the cross section of the foundation of a house or a detailed image of an electrical panel
• Interactive Whiteboards – Great resource for use with interactive whiteboards

Highlights & Features

• 8,000+ interactive images with over 28,000 terms
• Now available on Mobile Devices
• Terms available in English, Spanish, French, Italian & German
• Audible pronunciation of each term in English, Spanish, French, Italian, & German
• 21,000 definitions available in English & French
• Interactive Study Games
  – Put It in Its Place: Test your knowledge by placing the correct term on the correct area of the image
  – Listen Up: Listen to the name of the term, and place it on the correct spot on the image

The Visual Dictionary Interactive Image Package (2014)

Grades K–12
8,000+ Interactive Illustrations
$295/school/yr*

System Requirements:
SAFARI Montage® OS Version 5.9 or later
Windows® XP SP3 or later – All supported browsers
OS® X 10.6 or later – All supported browsers
iOS 5.1.1 or later – Safari®, and Chrome™
Android™ 4.2.2 or later - Chrome™ browser only

*May require the purchase of an additional hard drive or other products.

Orders for Content Package subscription are contingent upon customer’s acceptance of a Digital Content License Agreement upon activation of the SAFARI Montage server.

To order, call 800.843.4549 or visit www.SAFARIMontage.com
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